We’ve already accomplished a lot.

Spring 2009 Grant Recipients

IWCA Costa Rica chapter
Desarrollo Autogestionario | Mexico
Union de Cooperativas Tierra Neuva | Nicaragua
Cafe Femenino Foundation | Peru
Coffee Kids | Guatemala
Cup for Education | Dominican Republic
How can you help us continue to reach our common goals?

Help Start a Chapter

Identify a group women with a common purpose

Contact the IWCA for guidance and a development manual
Donate Time, Money, Resources

Attend our Premier Networking Event
SCAA - April 17, 2010
Thank You
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www.womenincoffee.org
IWCA Is the Voice of Women in Coffee

- We promote possibilities for women through the development of local chapters.
- We plan to add a chapter in each of the 77 ICO member nations, beginning first with the 45 ICO member exporting nations.
- By giving women resources and the forum to make connections and develop opportunities that benefit them, we in turn benefit their families and their communities.
- There is an opportunity for the ICO and the IWCA to collaborate on two key Millennium Development Goals:
  - MDG #1 – Eradicate Extreme Poverty and Hunger
  - MDG #3 – Promote Gender Equality and Empower Women
- Join us in tapping into the hidden potential of women.